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Basic Plate and Overprint Varieties

on the First and Second Charter

National Bank Notes

Part II
Peter W. Huntoon and W. K. Raymond

It is the purpose of this article to describe two border
varieties that occur on Series 1875 National Bank Notes
involving the locations of the company or Bureau of
Engraving and Printing imprints. We will next examine
five different face plate layouts used on Series of 1882
Brown Backs that result from different arrangements of
(1) the Treasury signatures, (2) the Bureau imprint,
and (3) the plate position letters. Last we will describe
two interesting border varieties that involve the location
of the upper left charter number in the borders of Series
of 1882 $10 notes.

In an article, "Basic Plate and Overprint Varieties on
the First and Second Charter National Bank Notes,"
PAPER MONEY, volume 15, pages 134-138, Huntoon
wrote about a number of plate varieties found on early
large size National Bank Notes. Additional varieties
have been found by W. K. Raymond. The following
information will bring you up to date on these finds and
possibly stimulate you to discover additional varieties.

IMPRINTS ON FIRST CHARTER NOTES

Typically First Charter notes bear a bank note com-

Series of 1882 Value Back with

common border variety. See
placement of left charter num-

ber in upper border above N
of TEN.

Series of 1882 Date Back with

scarce border variety. See

placement of left charter num-
ber in upper border above EN

of TEN.
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pany imprint that credits the company with the prepara-
tion of the design. As shown on Figure 1, the Series
1875 notes also have added to them a Bureau of En-
graving and Printing imprint which resulted from the
Bureau's newly acquired responsibility for printing the
faces of these notes.

The interesting variety that Huntoon missed in his
article were notes printed from face plates that were
prepared solely by the Bureau of Engraving and Print-
ing late in the First Charter period. The resulting notes
do not hear any company imprint, rather the space
normally occupied by the company imprint contains
"Bureau of Engraving and Printing." See Figure 2.

So far Raymond has found examples of Series 1875
"Bureau only" notes in the $5, $10, $20, and $50 de-
nominations. It is certain that $100's also exist. We

have been unable to find any examples of "Bureau only"
notes from the Original Series. We have observed a
$10 Series 1875 "Bureau only" note on the First Na-
tional Bank of Vincennes, Indiana, charter 1873, that
bears a date of September 15, 1871. The plate was not
prepared in 1871 because the note has the Allison—New
Treasury signature combination of 1875-1876 vintage,
thus this plate unboubted was not used to print Original
Series notes.

We suspect that most if not all of the "Bureau only"
First Charter notes resulted from redesigned plates made
after the Bureau took over the responsibility for plate
manufacture from the bank note companies. These new
plates represented title changes or new denominations
ordered by the banks. The illustrated Cheyenne $10
came about by a minor title change that took place when

TYPE 1

Photo courtesy of
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Photo courtesy of
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TYPE 4

Photo courtesy of
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Foundation.

TYPE 5

Photo courtesy of
Lyn Knight.

Wyoming gained statehood in 1890. The $5 Series
1875 notes issued by this bank are interesting because
the Continental Bank Note Company imprint above the
lower border was removed entirely. The Bureau im-
print was placed in a circle above the bank title which
was the standard location for the added Bureau imprints
on other Series 1875 $5 plates.

A "Bureau only" First Charter $50 is shown on page
11 of F.A. Limpert's book "United States Paper Money,
Old Series." The note was issued by the German Na-
tional Bank of Allegheny, Pennsylvania, charter 2261,
and bears the date March 8, 1892. Apparently the bank,
which was chartered in 1875, decided at this late date to
issue $50's and probably $100's.

"Bureau only" Series 1875 $10 and $20 notes on the
First National Bank of Albuquerque, Territory of New
Mexico, bear the date August 8, 1891. The Series 1875
$5's on this bank are dated January 11, 1882, and con-
tain both the Continental Bank Note Company and
Bureau imprints. The $10 and $20 notes on this bank
represent another example where a bank decided to

issue new denominations late in the First Charter period
and the Bureau had sole responsibility for designing
the new plates.

$5 BROWN BACK FACE PLATES

The locations of three design components were varied
on early $5 Brown Back face plates which resulted in
several different layout varieties. The three components
of interest were: (1) the Treasury signatures, (2) the
Bureau imprint, and (3) the plate position letters.

Two arrangements of the Treasury signatures are
known: (1) the signatures are arranged vertically one
on top of the other to the left of the bank title, and (2)
the signatures are arranged horizontally side by side
above the bank title. Compare the signature arrange-
ments on Types 1 and 3 in Figure 3.

There are two different positions for the Bureau im-
print: (1) just inside the border in the upper right
corner, and (2) centered in the lower boarder. Com-
pare Types 1 and 2 in Figure 3.

Types (tentative) of face plate layouts used on $5 Series of 1882 Brown Back National Bank Notes.Table 1.

Type	 Arrangement of
(tentative) 	 Treasury Signatures

1 	 vertical
2 	 vertical
3
	

horizontal
4
	

horizontal
5
	

horizontal

Location of
Bureau imprint

upper right corner
bottom border
upper right corner
bottom border
bottom border

Location of plate position letters
Left letter 	 r ight letter

right of Garfield
	

left of 5
right of Garfield
	

left of 5
right of Garfield 	 under 5
right of Garfield
	 under 5

left of Garfield
	 under 5



$10 Series of 1875 note with
the bank note company imprint
centered in the lower border
and Bureau of Engraving and

Printing imprint in the upper
left corner.

$10 Series of 1875 note with-
out a bank note company im-

print. Bureau of Engraving and
Printing imprint is centered in
lower border.
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We have found three different arrangements for the
two plate numbers that appear on the face of the notes.
Examine Types 1, 3, and 5 in Figure 3 and you will see
these differences.

If all combinations of these three components existed,
there would be twelve different layouts. When Huntoon
wrote his article, he had found 3 of them. We have now
located 5 different combinations which are summarized
in Table 1. Others may exist.

As Huntoon pointed out in his article, the Bureau
chose the layout with the horizontal Treasury signatures,
Bureau imprint in the lower border, and plate letters
against the right and left borders as an eventual stan-
dard before the issuance of Series of 1882 Date Back
notes. We believe the other layouts were systematically

replaced by the Type 5 variety by 1908 because we have
never found 1882 Date or Value Back notes with layouts
other than Type 5.

Types 1 and 5 layouts are common whereas Type 4
is rather scarce. Types 2 and 3 are rare. The only Type
2 note that we know of was issued by the Housatonic
National Bank of Stockbridge, Massachusetts, charter
1170, dated April 20, 1885. A photo of it appears on
page 7 of Hickman and Oakes' 48th National List,
February 1975. The only Type 3 note that we have
located was issued by the National Park Bank of Liv-
ingston, Montana Territory, charter 3605, a photo of
which appears on page 65 of W. P. Donlon's May 22,
1971, Mail Bid Sale. It is certain that other banks is-
sued these two rare varieties and it is likely that other
types not shown in Table 1 exist.

$10 SERIES OF 1882 BORDER VARIETIES

Two interesting top border varieties exist on $10
Series of 1882 notes. The common variety has the fol-
lowing arrangement of elements in the left half of the
top border, reading from left to right: US, 10, TEN, 10,
charter number, TEN, 10. (See Fig. 4.) The scarce
variety has the arrangement: US, 10, TEN, charter
number, 10, TEN, 10. (See Fig. 5.) The result is that
the charter number on the scarce variety appears over
the EN of the TEN above the left vignette whereas the
charter number appears over the N in the common
variety.

The scarce variety occurs on plates bearing both the

American Bank Note Company and Bureau of Engrav-
ing and Printing imprints. It can also be found on
Series of 1882 Brown Backs, Date Backs, and Value
Backs. Obviously the Bureau made no attempt to
standardize these plates as they did the $5 Brown Back
face plates.
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